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 The Pepper's Ghost Illusion
 of 1862 created the impres
 sion of a transparent phan
 tom by means of a reflection
 on a pane of glass.
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 To Scan a Ghost:
 The Ontology of Mediated Vision
 TOM GUNNING

 1. Rendering the Invisible World Visible

 Though in many of its aspects this visible world seems formed in love, the invisible
 spheres were formed in fright.

 -Herman Melville, Moby Dick (1851)

 Friedrich W. Murnau's 1922 "Symphony of Horror" Nosferatu cuts directly from
 a swarm of plague-bearing rats (one of which has just bitten a sailor on the foot)
 emerging from the hold of a ship in which the vampire lies in his coffin filled
 with earth, to Prof. Bulwer, "a Paracelsian," in a lecture room laboratory initiating
 his students into the night-side of Nature. Murnau intercuts Bulwer's lecture
 with shots a film historian (and likely a contemporary viewer) would recognize
 as taken from (or closely patterned on) the scientific films of the era, including a
 close-up of a Venus flytrap closing around its prey and a spider crawling along
 its web toward a trapped insect. Murnau uses complex and highly symbolic
 intercutting in this scene and throughout the film, less to arouse Griffithian sus
 pense than to create a series of magically interlocking events carried by sinister
 correspondences and analogies.1 Thus, although the cut to the spider web con
 firms Bulwer's demonstration to his students of the pervasive cruelty of nature,
 its vampire-like system of feeding on other species, this spider web does not
 cling to some untidy corner of Bulwer's lecture room. Rather, through editing's
 ability to juxtapose different spaces, this web hangs in the asylum cell of the
 vampire's minion, Knock, whom we have just seen devour insects, proclaiming,
 "Blood is life!" Just as Bulwer compares the carnivorous plant to the vampire,

 Murnau's editing compares the madman and the scientist, each the center of a
 dark system of deadly metaphors and hysterical imitations. Murnau cuts back
 from the asylum cell to Bulwer and his students bent over a water tank, as the
 scientist isolates another vampire of the natural world. A "polyp with tentacles"
 appears not merely enlarged by a close-up but obviously filmed through micro
 cinematography, a frequent technique of scientific films since the invention of
 cinema.2 As the microscopic monster's tentacles grasp another cellular creature
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 and seem to devour it, this glimpse into an invisible world made possible by the
 conjunction of two emblematic modern optical devices (the microscope and the
 movie camera) still compels our wonder. In an intertitle Bulwer describes the
 creature: "transparent, almost ethereal . .. but a phantom almost." (Indeed one
 can see, in this silent film, the actor's lips form the word phantom, evoking
 another phantom presence in silent cinema, the voice-eluded to, visualized,
 even translated into intertitles-but never heard directly3).

 Murnau's intercutting gives Bulwer's analogies and metaphors a natural, if
 not a supernatural, demonstration. Cinema visualizes nature's sinister powers
 through the intercutting of predators across the various locales of the story
 (dockside, madman's cell, scientific lecture hall). The sequence also demon
 strates the uncanny powers of the cinema. By supplying literal and disturbing
 images of nature's vampiric appetite through close-ups taken from (or closely
 imitating) scientific films, Murnau not only roots his horror tale in the seemingly
 objective world but aligns the medium of cinema with other optical devices of
 observation and display, such as the microscope. If we take this conjunction of
 the scientific and the supernatural merely as a motif of the horror genre, we miss

 Murnau's reference to German Romantic Naturphilosophie. Bulwer represents
 more than a horror film mad scientist, exceeding even the Victorian-era biologist
 Van Helsing from Bram Stoker's Dracula who provided the source for the film's
 scientist character in this free adaptation.4 Murnau and his scriptwriter (the
 shadowy Henrik Galeen) backdated Stoker's tale from the end to the early nine
 teenth century, transforming Van Helsing into a Romantic scientist modeled on
 figures such as J.W. Ritter, Lorenz Oken, and Alexander von Humboldt.

 These pioneers of Romantic life sciences took as their principle the unity of
 nature and the existence of archetypal forms (like Goethe's Urpflanze) through
 out nature, uniting the vegetable and animal world (and even the organic and
 inorganic) in similar dynamic processes of growth, transformation, and decay.
 As Ritter put it, "Where then is the difference between the parts of an animal,
 of a plant, of a metal, and of a stone-Are they not all members of the cosmic
 animal, of Nature?"5 Describing plants as composing "the language of nature,"6
 Ritter, like most Romantic scientists influenced by the Naturphilosophie of
 Shelling, conceived of Nature not as inert material but as an organic entity shot
 through and enlivened by a system of correspondences and metaphors. By the
 end of the nineteenth century, however, the logic of such correspondences had
 been excluded from serious consideration by a positivist and empiricist current
 in science that had critiqued and replaced the Romantics. But in 1922 Murnau
 used editing to visualize such metaphors, reviving, through modern technology,
 an untimely system of thought. For Murnau the medium of cinema appears to
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 demonstrate a system that science no longer endorsed.
 In Nosferatu Murnau provided world cinema with one of the first master

 pieces that systematically reflected on the artistic possibilities of the new
 medium of cinema. Far be it from me to underestimate the achievement of cinema
 during its previous two and a half decades (the works of Lumiere, Melies, Bauer,
 Griffith, and many others). Whereas Griffith aspired (rather disingenuously) to
 an appearance of transparency in his emulation of historical epic narrative in
 The Birth of a Nation and Intolerance,7 Murnau synthesized the pictorial heritage
 of the cinema of the 1910s (Tourneur, Bauer, Hofer)" with Griffithian strategies
 of crosscutting, transforming both traditions in the process. Nosferatu explored
 the play between the visible and the invisible, reflections and shadow, on- and
 off-screen space that cinema made possible, forging a technological image of the
 uncanny. One senses throughout Nosferatu this excitement of innovation, of
 redefining a medium by testing and transforming its relation to its own history
 and to other media (the strong use Murnau makes of painting, literary texts,
 scientific discourse, and even musical rhythms). As such the film offers lessons
 not only in the nature of cinema as a visual medium but also in the question of
 what a "new medium" can create by reflecting upon itself and its differences
 from and similarities to other media.

 Not the least of my discomforts with the current term new media comes from
 the linear succession it inflicts on our still emerging understanding of media
 history-as if the prime modernist virtue of renewal followed automatically
 from technical innovation and commercial novelty. I want in this essay to
 explode the iron cage of historical succession to which this use of the term new
 unwittingly commits us. In its place, I want to celebrate the impact of untimely
 discovery (which often involves a recycling of the supposed "outmoded") that
 frequently motivates artistic renewal. But if the term new in "new media" seems

 to be easily critiqued, what about the term media? Too often the
 accent is placed exclusively on the first term with the assump
 tion that the second goes without saying, a transparent channel

 ~.> d;w of transmission, a technological conduit for communication. If
 the novelty of media is to be granted a purchase in aesthetic
 analysis, its historical lineage needs explication. What is it that
 mediates between the seen and the seer-what pathways do
 vision and the other senses take?-rather than being the mere
 vehicles of transmitting messages and meaning? As I want to
 explore and question in this essay the trope of vision and trans
 parency, I also want to focus on the term medium itself, in all
 its polysemy and historical divagations, its very materiality and

 Nosferatu: A Symphony
 of Horror. Dir. F.W. Murnau,
 1922. Stills. Professor Bulwer,
 a Paracelsian, explores
 the vampires of the micro
 scopic world.
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 its paradoxical aspiration to immateriality.
 This essay reflects on the occasionally untimely and potentially uncanny

 nature of modern media, visual and auditory, through a consideration of a pre
 modern conceptualization of visual perception and the imagination in Western
 thought, guided by philosopher Giorgio Agamben's discussion of the "phantasm,"
 and more literally by the untimely figure of the ghost or phantom, especially in
 visual form.9 A "phantasm" denotes an image that wavers between the material
 and immaterial and was used by premodern philosophy and science to explain
 the workings of both sight and consciousness, especially the imagination
 (phantasia). Although a discredited and untimely concept in both philosophy
 and science, the phantasm provides a tool for thinking through modern
 including "new"-media. I believe that in the new media environment based in
 the proliferation of virtual images, the concept of the phantasm gains a new
 valency as an element of the cultural imaginary. The ghost has emerged as a
 powerful metaphor in recent literary studies, cultural history, and even political
 theory. An examination of their history of representation, including the newly
 emerging visual devices can sharpen and renew these metaphors.

 The polyp vampire projected by Murnau's microscopic cinema embodies a
 mediated, phantasmatic imagery whose visual appearance wavers ambiguously
 between the visible and the invisible. Bulwer's emphasis on the transparency
 of the predator polyp floating on the screen so highly magnified, its body almost
 as translucent as the water that bears it, offers not only a literal image of a phan
 tasmatic body (visible, yet seen through); it also recalls for us the transparent
 nature of film itself, its status as a filter of light, a caster of shadows, a weaver of
 phantoms. "Transparent, almost a phantom." The act of seeing encounters a bizarre
 entity whose quasi-ethereal nature marks the limit (or contradiction) of visibility.
 By displaying the most primitive form of cellular life through the most modern
 of media, Murnau employs an untimely anachronism, suggesting the anticipa
 tion of cinema in this early-nineteenth-century lecture hall. Bulwer and his
 students are not shown peering into microscopes to see this creature. Instead,
 the image looms before us, oddly abstracted from any specified means of seeing
 it, a product of cinema not wholly absorbed back into the film's diegesis, a self
 reflective moment that seems to float, in more ways than one, upon the movie
 screen. Bulwer's demonstration not only makes the drama of microscopic vam
 pirism visible but also makes the medium of its presentation (whether thought
 of as microscope or cinema) seem to disappear, as the medium becomes transparent
 in the wake of its message. This elegant demonstration not only visualizes a gaze
 of scientific mastery but also explores an uncanny dialectic of the visible and
 the invisible introduced by technologically mediated images.
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 Bulwer's lesson, despite using scientific footage, occurs in a fictional film, but
 the attempt to establish an occult invisible world of phantoms through the

 modern devices of photography has historical foundation. The recent exhibition
 of spirit photography (originating in La Maison Europeenne de la Photographie
 in Paris, then brought to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City in
 September of 2005) focused unprecedented attention on nineteenth-century
 photographic images that were offered as evidence of the existence of spirits or
 ghosts.10 While many reviewers treated this exhibition as a joke, it confronted
 alert viewers with more than a risible encounter with discredited beliefs or even
 an eccentric episode of photographic history. If these images continue to fasci
 nate us, this may come less from what they indicate about a belief in ghosts than
 what they reveal of our beliefs about photographs. Rather than focusing on the
 claims made for such photographs as proof of the existence of a spirit world,
 I want to explore their formal, visual nature-what supposed photographs of
 ghosts or spirits look like-and their phenomenological aspect-how these
 images affect us as viewers. The convergence between phantoms and photogra
 phy may prove more than fortuitous. In discussing these Spirit Photographs,
 the term phantasmatic denotes images that oscillate between visibility and
 invisibility, presence and absence, materiality and immateriality, often using
 transparency or some other manipulation of visual appearance to express this
 paradoxical ontological status. Beyond the literal sense of survival after death,
 ghosts, as phantasms revealing hidden assumptions about the nature of the
 visual image, still haunt our modern media landscape.

 Ghosts or spirits appear in Spirit Photographs primarily as phantoms-bodies
 rendered optically strange, semitransparent or out of focus, dissolving into
 shrouds of gauze or simply incongruously "floating" in the space of the photo
 graph. This iconography of phantoms not only draws on a widespread tradition
 in portraying the ghostly but mimes a visual experience that exceeds or contra
 dicts normal conditions of sight and recognition. Most Spirit Photographs
 portray spirits alongside "normal" figures in familiar spaces (posed subjects in
 a studio or room), but the two sorts of bodies appear oddly superimposed upon
 each other or illogically juxtaposed. This collision of separate orientations
 betrays the technical means by which the photographs were produced (super
 imposing two or more images photographed at separate times) and therefore
 undermines their claim to be evidence of a spirit world. Nonetheless, their
 incongruous juxtaposition yields an eerie image of the encounter of two onto
 logically separate worlds. Like the free-floating polyp of Bulwer's demonstration,
 Spirit Photographs portray a fissured space, one that allows visitors from
 another dimension to peek through, hovering within (or beyond), the space
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 occupied by the "normal" figures.
 Even if we did not take these unconventional images as rendering actual spirits,

 a clash of different representations of bodies confronts us (at least on a formal
 level), the one familiarly solid and positioned, the other somehow filtered by the
 process of transmission into a virtual body, weightless or permeable-a phantom.
 Spirit Photography juxtaposes physical presence with its contrary, a phantom-like
 transformation of the human body that does not remove it from our vision but
 does render it somehow unreal. Instead of simply being present, the phantom
 occupies the ontologically ambiguous status of "haunting"-enduring and
 troubling in its uncanny claim on our awareness and sense of presence yet also
 unfamiliar and difficult to integrate into everyday space and time. Such phantasms,
 with their haunting blend of presence/absence, not only formed the subject of
 Spirit Photography but cast a continued, if occluded, influence over our expe
 rience of mediated visual images and photographs in a contemporary culture
 increasingly dedicated to the virtual.
 More than a decade ago I wrote a pioneering essay on Spirit Photography,

 whose research is now far surpassed by more recent work such as the essays
 included in the catalog for the Metropolitan Museum exhibition.11 But the
 theoretical issues I raised in that earlier essay (and several other related essays
 dealing with the emergence of modern media recording both sound and images
 in the nineteenth century) remain crucial.12 The modern media environment,
 the proliferation of virtual images and sounds that ever increasingly surround
 us, recalls earlier models of the relation between consciousness and the cosmos
 that drew on magical or supernatural analogies.13 I am far from proposing here
 a project of reenchantment of technology. Rather I want to probe the unique
 cultural nature of modern media, which confront us with representations that
 are fundamentally different from conventional realist theories of mimesis based
 simply in resemblance. However, rather than offering yet another review of the
 ontology of the photographic image as proposed by Andre Bazin, Roland Barthes,
 and others, I want to explore the ontology and phenomenology of modern media
 of reproduction (the debates surrounding photography can be extended to both
 moving image and sound recording) through the metaphor of the ghostly and
 the phantasm. The ontological argument claims that photography not only por
 trays things but participates in, shares, or appropriates the very ontology of the
 things it portrays. In what way does the medium disappear in photography,
 abdicating in favor of the object portrayed? How does the photographic medium
 mediate? Spirit Photography opens one way of raising this question, with its
 ghostly conception of the medium as message.
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 2. Ghostly Vision/Ghostly Images: Mediums and Media

 There would be as great an inconvenience in seeing spirits always
 with us, as in seeing the air that surrounds us, or the myriads of
 microscopic animals thatflutter around us and on us.

 -Allan Kardec, The Book on Mediums (1878)

 Described in an intertitle as a "Paracelsian," Bulwer not only recalls the early
 nineteenth-century Romantic scientist but also represents the heritage of
 "natural magic," an ancestor of experimental science, whose major authors,
 from Giambattista della Porta and Athanasius Kircher through to David Brewster,
 dealt with the wonders of nature more than its regularities and explored espe
 cially its visual illusions.14 Scientific and occult beliefs, as well as a fascination
 with devices of wonder, mixed promiscuously in sixteenth- and seventeenth
 century natural magic, creating a tangle that later scientists and philosophers
 tried hard to sort out. The optical effect of lenses, including microscopes and
 telescopes, even as they revealed new worlds of the infinitesimal or the seem
 ingly infinitely distant, often got caught in this thicket.15 Controversies and
 skepticism initially met images mediated by new optical devices, partly because
 the effect of mirrors and lenses were primarily associated with the catoptric
 illusions managed by conjurers and charlatans.1'" Natural magic remained asso
 ciated with the world of illusions and entertainments, the display of curiosities
 and extraordinary devices, staging spectacular demonstrations of electricity,
 magnetism, and optical phenomenon, but often yoked to scientifically dubious
 explanatory systems.'7 Although accounts of the evolution of scientific thought
 and experiment privilege the dominant current of Enlightenment mechanistic
 investigation and explanation, the heritage of natural magic follows scientific

 thought and practice for centuries like a shadow. The Romantic
 scientists of the early nineteenth century wished to reform sci
 entific thought by returning it to its roots in the correspon
 dences and metaphors that made up the magical system of
 Paracelsus, the Renaissance occultist scientist and doctor, but
 they also endeavored to enrich this esoteric tradition through
 scientific observation, including employing new visual devices,
 as well as integrating new conceptions of electricity, magnetism,
 and the nature of life.18

 Nineteenth-century American Spiritualism, a loose-knit
 ideology based on communication with spirits of the dead,
 primarily through "mediums" who conveyed messages while

 Nosferatu: A Symphony
 of Horror. Dir. F.W. Murnau,
 1922. Stills. The vampire's
 minion Krock eats flies,
 crying "Blood is life"
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 in a trance, in many ways continued this Romantic tradition.19 Spiritualists
 embraced recent scientific devices, such as telegraphy and photography, both
 as tools for conveying or demonstrating their ideas and as central metaphors for
 their communication with the spirit world. In an ideology in which "medium
 ship" played the central role, a fascination with "new" media abounded, allowing
 a convergence of modern media of communication with occult systems.20 As
 Jeffrey Sconce observes in his study Haunted Media, discussing the simultane
 ous development in the mid-nineteenth century of technological messages sent
 by telegraphy and supernatural messages conveyed by trance mediums, "the
 historical proximity and intertwined legacies of these founding 'mediums,' one
 material and the other spiritual, is hardly a coincidence."21 Romantic Naturphilo
 sophie and, in a more popular form, Spiritualism, each sought the dialectical
 reenchantment of science as well as the scientific foundation of supposed super
 natural phenomenon. This quest to rediscover ancient knowledge and revela
 tions implicit in new scientific discoveries encapsulates the untimeliness
 peculiar to the modern occult-torn between archaic and progressive energies.
 Bulwer's brief microscopic film, besides scientifically demonstrating the perva
 sive influence of the vampire throughout nature, also shows what the night side
 of nature looks like-displaying a devouring phantom, ethereal yet material,
 visible yet transparent. This convergence of modern media and the spirit world
 revolves, at least in its visual manifestation, around a phantasmatic body-visible
 yet insubstantial, an image, separated from its physical basis or somehow strangely
 rarified, become transparent-a phantom, almost.
 What does a ghost look like? A ghost puts the nature of the human senses,

 vision especially, in crisis. A ghost, a spirit, or a phantom is something that is
 sensed without being seen. But this does not necessarily mean that ghosts are
 more easily heard, smelled, or felt (the sense of taste and ghosts seem to have
 rarely been paired, although orality plays a recurrent role in Spiritualism, as in
 the extrusion of ectoplasm from the mouths-and other orifices-of mediums).
 Ghostly presences may be betrayed by each of these senses, but the confluence
 of the senses that we think of as making up an ordinary reliable perception of
 reality seems somehow disaggregated in the case of ghosts. In fact, when encoun
 tering a ghost, the senses may contradict themselves rather than cohere. One of
 the earliest testimonies of an encounter with a ghost, given by Emperor Charles
 IV in the fourteenth century, describes the night the emperor and a companion
 endured in his castle in Prague during which they repeatedly heard the sound of
 a man walking and saw a chalice thrown across the room, but no specter ever
 became visible.22 Likewise, ghosts frequently appear substantial but allow other
 bodies and objects to pass through them without resistance. The senses do not
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 converge on ghosts: they can be heard without being seen, smelled without
 being touched, seen without registering a tactile presence, and so on. Further,
 the presence of a ghost is often sensed without generating a normal sensual
 experience. The ghost is there but is not really heard, smelled, felt, or seen.

 The essential aspect of a ghost, its terrifying presence, comes from this uncer
 tainty, this problematic relation to the senses and therefore to our sense of the

 world. One can, of course, discuss this uncertainty in terms of the ontology of
 the phantom itself, its mode of existence ambiguously perched between the
 living and the dead, the material and the incorporeal, rather than its mode of
 being perceived. From St. Augustine at the beginning of the Middle Ages,
 through the Protestant Reformation, to the polemics of orthodox Christians
 against the Spiritualists in the nineteenth century, the nature and even the pos
 sibility of ghosts have been hotly debated by theologians.23 The uncertainty
 sowed by a ghost, then, would be metaphysical rather than phenomenological.
 But my focus precisely targets the phenomenological, how ghosts present them
 selves to the living, their mode of apprehension if not perception. The mode of
 appearing becomes crucial with ghosts and spirits because they are generally
 understood, by both believers and skeptics, to be apparitions rather than ordi
 nary material objects. What does it mean for a ghost to be an appearance, to be
 an image? In the late nineteenth century, when people looked at Spirit Photographs,
 beyond the essential question of individual recognition-how did they know it
 was the late Uncle Harry?-lay a more basic question: How did they know it was
 a ghost? What does a ghost look like?

 According to the admirable study by Jean-Claude Schmitt, the earliest attempts
 to give a visual representation of ghosts, illustrations included in medieval

 manuscripts, usually miniatures worked into the text itself, portrayed ghosts no
 differently than living people. Thus even ghosts in tales describing them as
 invisible were portrayed with conventional bodies (as in the illustration included
 in manuscripts of Charles IV's account of the Prague ghost). Sometimes their
 ghostly nature was indicted by macabre details, the wearing of a shroud, evi
 dence of bodily decay, or outright portrayal as a cadaver. Toward the end of the
 thirteenth century ghosts first appear portrayed as phantoms. Schmitt describes
 an example from a Spanish manuscript: "he is lacking all color and material
 density; the description of his face and his clothing is reduced to a drawing that
 is uniformly diaphanous and scarcely visible."24 As Schmitt puts it, this image
 "announces from afar those that, since the nineteenth century, have been imposed
 on us to the exclusion of all others."25

 My interest in this question goes beyond the iconography of the ghostly;
 it circles back on the ghost as paradoxical figure of vision, the shadowy onto
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 logical status of the ghost as a virtual image, a visual experience that somehow
 differs from common perception and whose means of representation seek to
 convey that ontological waver. To fully explore this, I want to probe traditional
 understandings of visual perception and the role images play in the process as
 mediation between objects and human perception, a tradition gradually atten
 uated in the modern era of optics yet strangely re-emerged in the phenomena of
 photography and Spiritualism. In theories of human vision, the ghostly and
 the phantasmatic play a complex role, as sight has often been conceived as
 quasi-spiritual, somehow ethereal, as if the process of vision itself were almost
 phantom-like.

 3. The Ghostly Medium of Vision: The Phantasm

 These visible things come inside the eye-I do not say the
 things themselves, but theirforms-through the diaphanous

 medium, not in reality but intentionally, almost as if through
 transparent glass.

 -Dante Alighieri, Convivio 111.9

 Before Kepler and the rise of modern optics explained vision as a relation between
 light and lenses-that is, media that carried and shaped light, whether a lens
 precisely ground, a glass of water, or the human eye-the medium by which
 sight occurred was understood as consisting of images, phantasmata, that in
 effect worked as relays between objects seen and human vision. According to
 Aristotle, both perception and thinking rely on phantasia (usually translated as
 "images" or "imagination"), "for when the mind is actively aware of anything it
 is necessarily aware of it along with an image: for images are like sensuous con
 tents except in that they contain no matter,"26 adding, "the name phantasia
 (imagination) has been developed from phaos (light) because it is not possible
 to see without light."27 In its sensual yet immaterial nature phantasia works
 through the virtual image, phantasm. The Stoics and Epicureans, while hold
 ing that these images possessed a more physical nature than Aristotle claimed
 (by which means they were able to impress their form on the soul in perception
 and thought) and disagreeing among themselves about their exact processes, still
 maintained the existence of such an imagistic intermediary.28

 The premodern worldview, especially after the triumph of a Platonically
 tinged Christianity, constructed hierarchies and chains of being in which reality
 relied on a communication across gradations of distance from the divine. Across
 such distances intermediaries played essential roles. Thus St. Augustine described
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 vision as threefold, corresponding to the triple nature of human being: intel
 lectual vision (reason), physical vision (body), and spiritual vision (the soul).

 Human beings saw the physical world through corporeal vision, sensus, and
 recognized abstract ideas through intellectual vision, mens, which in its con
 templation of God went beyond any image. But between these extremes, spiritual
 vision constituted a hybrid process, the realm of imagination; it experienced the
 images of things, but separate from their bodily being. Imagination included

 memory as well as fantasy and the realm of dreams. But all three realms of sight
 depended on intermediaries, whether the abstract ideas used by the intellectual
 vision, or the images that carried the imagination.29 As Jean-Claude Schmitt
 summarizes this tradition in the Middle Ages, even physical sight involved the
 "concrete, physical interaction of the eye and the object through an external
 medium: species circulated and penetrated into the eye."30

 This conception of sight pictured the eye's ability to form an image less as an
 optical process, as currently understood, than as a more material process as the
 human perceptive faculty became imprinted by an intermediary, the phantasm
 or species that already bore the nature of an image. While Greek authorities,
 followed by their Arabic translators and commentators, supplied numerous
 variations and modifications on this scheme, the extreme description provided
 by the Epicurean and atomist philosopher Lucretius remained both influential
 and typical.3" Vision, Lucretius claimed, was carried by images (simulacra),
 which he described quite materially as films, "a sort of outer skin perpetually
 peeled off the surface of objects and flying about this way and through the air."1 2
 He explained their effect on human vision as one of direct contact: "while the
 individual films that strike upon the eye are invisible, the objects from which
 they emanate are perceived.":3 As David Lindberg summarizes this tradition,
 "films or simulacra . . . communicate the shape and colour of the object to the
 soul of the observer; encountering the simulacrum of an object is, as far as the
 soul is concerned, equivalent to encountering the object itself."34 Roger Bacon's

 12p 5i) thirteenth-century synthesis of theories of vision, aligned with an Aristotelian understanding of
 / ,,' vision as involving a transformation of the medium

 of air (rather than the atomists' assumption of
 actual material, albeit rarefied, "films" that sepa
 rated from visible objects), nonetheless depended
 upon intermediaries that ferried the image from
 object to observer moving through the medium of

 '\ I' the air, explaining, "and this power is called 'like
 W V i ness,' 'image' and 'species."'35

 Rene Descartes.
 Dioptrics, 1637.

 v _ Diagram of the retinal image.
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 To a modern eye, this explanation of the phenomenon of vision seems not
 only unduly complex and redundant but oddly ghostly. Lucretius's description of
 a universe in which "objects in general must correspondingly send off a great
 many images in a great many ways from every surface and in all directions
 simultaneously"36 evokes a world thick with ghosts, a hall of reflecting mirrors
 (or perhaps a contemporary airport lounge stocked with successive monitors all
 broadcasting CNN). Among the terms that Bacon listed as synonyms for his
 species-lumen, idolum, phantasma, simulacrum, forma, similtudo, umbra 37-are
 terms used then and now for ghosts. Indeed, before the nineteenth century the

 world of imagination and images, phantasia and phantasmata, constituted the
 medium not only of vision but also of psychology generally, as images were the
 means by which objects penetrated consciousness, dreams occurred, artists cre
 ated works, lovers became obsessed, magical influences were conveyed, mem
 ories were preserved-and ghosts appeared. The Renaissance system of
 magical influence depended, as Jaon Couliano showed, on the manipulation and
 control of phantasms, powerful intermediaries that human action could direct,
 intensify, and control.38 Giorgio Agamben describes this system of phantasma as
 "a kind of subtle body of the soul that, situated at the extreme point of the sen
 sitive soul, receives the images of objects, forms the phantasms of dreams, and,
 in determinate circumstances, can separate itself from the body and establish
 supernatural contacts and visions."39 Of course, different philosophical schools
 elaborated distinctions among these processes and debated various theories of
 their nature, but until relatively recently phantasms or similar intermediaries
 constituted a realm of images that determined contact between human beings
 and the world. Within such a worldview, filled with mobile insubstantial
 images, an atmosphere of virtuality, the experience of seeing ghosts seems
 almost natural, rather than supernatural.

 Kepler's explication of vision as the interaction between light, the eye, and
 the retinal image can be considered to be as revolutionary as the almost simul
 taneous displacement of the earth-centered theory of the universe that he and
 Copernicus theorized.40 Compared to Kepler's schema of vision, the unneces
 sary duplication created by the model of free-floating images posed a barrier to
 a true scientific understanding of perception.41 This new optical understanding
 of the process of vision rendered the category of phantasms unnecessary for the
 understanding of vision and therefore made the medium that joined the mental
 and the physical (and by which ghosts were also experienced) no longer a nec
 essary part of the explanation of ordinary experience. In the premodern system,
 insubstantial ghosts had shared the ontology of the phantasms that conveyed
 emotion, dreams, and artistic imagination. But in the modern era in which
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 vision directly communicated with the world through the optical operation of
 the eye, ghosts' lack of clearly defined sensual properties placed them beyond
 the categories of scientific observation or consideration.

 4. The Apparatus of Vision: Optical Illusions and Optical Devices

 Is it h ard for yo u to a ccep t s uch a m ech anical
 and artificial system for the reproduction of life?
 It might help if you bear in mind that what
 changes the sleight-of-hand artist's movements
 into magic is our inability to see!

 -Adolfo Bioy Casares, The Invention of Morel (1940)

 After the Enlightenment, the question of what a ghost looked like bifurcated into
 issues of psychology (in which the concept of phantasia survived, albeit through
 a transformation of the understanding of psychic processes) and of optics. In
 contrast to traditional speculation on what ghosts might look like and how they
 were able to appear to the living, or theological arguments for or against the
 existence of spirits of the dead, optics or psychology primarily provided the
 means of explaining ghosts away, reducing them to mental delusions or visual
 illusions. Psychological explanation remains our major hermeneutic of the
 ghostly. As Terry Castle has put it, discussing the phantoms that haunt the
 Gothic novels of Anne Radcliffe, "Ghost and spectres retain their ambiguous
 grip on the imagination; they simply migrate into the space of the mind."4 The
 optical explanation of ghosts primarily took the form of debunking ghosts as
 deliberately manufactured illusions, often by revealing the purely scientific
 means by which optical illusions that resemble ghosts or phantoms could be
 created. In this context ghosts no longer had any body, material, subtle or phan
 tasmatic. They consisted simply of virtual images produced by optical devices.
 A new modern history of phantoms as optical phenomenon, images scientifically
 explainable and therefore natural, yet uncanny in their sensual effects, emerges
 once phantasms no longer explain the process of perception. Exiled from the
 realm of physical effects, phantasms (to paraphrase Castle) migrate to a new realm,
 that of the virtual image, whose uncanny sensual and psychological effects
 linger like the residue of a lost explanatory system, haunting new optical media
 such as the magic lantern, camera obscura, and, eventually, photography.
 Much of this debunking discourse emerged as a Protestant critique of

 Catholicism and "popery mystifications."143 Theologically, the Protestant denial
 of the existence of purgatory abolished a major argument for the existence of
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 ghosts as visits from the souls of the dead (a possibility that had sometimes been
 controversial within Catholicism as well). If purgatory existed, souls there might
 visit the living to complain about their suffering and beseech the offering of alms
 or the saying of masses to ease their torments. But if Purgatory did not exist, or
 ghosts did not visit the living, how could one explain ongoing testimonies of
 such apparitions?44 Keith Thomas cites seventeenth-century Protestant polemicists
 who claimed that Jesuits had faked apparitions in order to convert impressionable
 women to the Roman faith.45

 Skepticism about the existence of ghosts was not new, but the new science of
 optics could explain away the ghost as a visual illusion created intentionally by
 means of an optical apparatus. This tradition began in the sixteenth century,
 partly cued by the Reformation. Scot's Discoverie of Witches from 1584 skepti
 cally approached the issue of witchcraft, primarily attributing it to the magical
 illusion of juggling, sleight of hand, and fooling the eye and attempting to
 explain in this way the invocation of the ghost of Saul by the Witch of Endor
 described in the Old Testament (a source of controversy throughout Church history
 as one of the few places where spirits of the dead are mentioned in the Bible).46
 Charles Musser has pointed out that the key work on optical devices of illusion
 (and natural magic) from the seventeenth century by Jesuit Athanasius Kircher's

 Ars magna lucis et umbra recommended a similar strategy of demystification,
 not only describing the scientific basis for optical devices such as catoptric
 lamps and mirrors (adding in the second edition [1671], the magic lantern) but
 urging that such devices be fully explained when displayed to the public.47

 Creating optical phantoms became a form of entertainment in the eighteenth
 century and supplied a convention of the Gothic novel.48 Schiller's 1784 novella,
 "The Ghost-Seer," described by the author as a contribution to the "history of
 deceit and artifice so often imposed upon mankind," revealed an apparent
 appearance of a ghost in its plot as the result of a concealed optical device, a
 magic lantern combined with mechanical effects of light and dark.49 As if acting
 out Schiller's scenario, the phantasmagoria exhibitions staged in France in the
 late eighteenth century by Philipstahl and Robertson incorporated the demys
 tification process into their elaborate magic lantern spectacles that claimed to
 present "phantasms of the dead or absent" to a paying public.50 Thus when
 Philipstahl (using the name Philip Philidor) presented his phantasmagoria in
 Paris in 1793, he introduced his spectacle with this demystifying preamble:

 I will not show you ghosts, because there are no such things; but I will
 produce before you enactments and images, which are imagined to be
 ghosts, in the dreams of the imagination or in the falsehoods of charlatans.
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 I am neither priest nor magician. I do not wish to deceive you; but I will
 astonish you.51

 When Robertson presented an even more elaborate version of this ghost show
 in Paris a few years later he actually proclaimed his optical spectacle to be
 ''a science which deals with all the physical methods which have been misused
 in all ages and by all peoples to create belief in the resurrection and apparition
 of the dead."52 In the context of revolutionary Paris these optical demonstrations
 attacked religion as dependent on contrived illusions and claimed to reveal the
 optical means of deception that had been used by priests for centuries. Reproducing
 by optical devices the Old Testament account of the Witch of Endor's evocation
 of the ghost of Saul, Robertson attempted to demonstrate the long history of
 such deceptions and proclaimed his entertainment a sterling contribution to the
 revolutionary energy of the era.5'

 Likewise, Sir David Brewster's Letters on Natural Magic from 1832 defined
 his subject as the exposing of the means by which tyrants of all ages had
 enslaved mankind through superstitious belief in their supernatural power,
 claiming priests of ancient eras

 must have been familiar with the property of lenses and mirrors to form
 erect and inverted images of objects.... There is reason to believe that they
 employed them to effect the apparitions of their gods; and in some of the
 descriptions of the optical displays which hallowed their ancient temples,
 we recognize all the transformations of the modern phantasmagoria.54

 Brewster's retrospective reading of supernatural beliefs or events as the prod
 uct of optical conjuring reveals how firmly scientific explanation based in optics
 had replaced visual theories that blurred the line between object and phantasm
 in explaining supernatural effects. Premodern practices and beliefs were now
 reinterpreted from an optical point of view, with a typically modern hermeneu
 tic of suspicion. Brewster devotes some time to discussing the physiology of the
 eye and claims that mental images, or phantasms, can in circumstances over
 whelm normal sight and cause hallucinations. His explanation extends Kepler's
 model of the physiology of the eye with a claim that even in these psychologi
 cal cases the retinal image is involved: "the 'mind's eye' is actually the body's
 eye, and ..,. the retina is the common tablet on which both classes of impressions
 are painted."55

 However, such a radical shift in models of explanation also produced
 untimely palimpsests in which older models remain legible beneath the inscrip
 tion of new concepts, especially on the level of popular explanation or artistic

 p

 9d Sir David Brewster. Letters
 / ,<A. on Natural Magic Addressed

 to Sir Walter Scott, 1832.
 Illustration showing a cata
 dioptrical phantasmagoria,
 whereby phantasm could
 be projected optically.
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 metaphor, as if supernatural explanations still haunted the optically obtained
 virtual image. As ancient accounts of seeing ghosts were anachronistically rede
 fined in terms of modern optical devices, advances in technology were often
 reinterpreted in an untimely fashion in terms of older, scientifically discredited,
 systems. Some initial receptions of photography exemplify this untimely per
 sistence of older beliefs. In a well-known memoir, the great nineteenth-century
 photographer Nadar described a theory of the daguerreotype offered by novelist
 Honore de Balzac to explain why he avoided being photographed:

 [A]ll physical bodies are made up entirely of layers of ghost-like images,
 an infinite number of leaflike skins laid one on top of the other. Since
 Balzac believed man was incapable of making something material from an
 apparition, from something impalpable-that is creating something from
 nothing-he concluded that every time someone had his photograph
 taken, one of the spectral layers was removed from the body, and trans
 ferred to the photograph. Repeated exposures entailed the unavoidable
 loss of subsequent ghostly layers, that is the very essence of life.56

 In an era when a classical education still formed part of French culture, one
 wonders if Nadar failed to recognize Lucretius's theory of detached visual films
 emanating from objects as the source of Balzac's explanation (or perhaps
 assumed it was so evident he need not bother to mention it?). This description,
 which Nadar described as Balzac's resistance to the "purely scientific explana
 tion of the Daguerreotype,"57 added a macabre aspect to the phantasm. The
 photograph becomes not only the harbinger but a possible cause of death and
 decay, with an emphasis on the "ghostly" quality of the detaching films. Nadar's
 account of Balzac's theory was based on several personal discussions, but he
 added the author had developed it "in a little alcove somewhere in the immense
 edifice of work."58 Balzac's discussion of this theory in The Human Comedy
 consists of a rather short passage in the novel Cousin Pons in which the narrator
 seems to be celebrating the novelty of the invention of Daguerre rather than res
 urrecting an aspect of ancient philosophy:

 If anyone had come and told Napoleon that a man or a building is inces
 santly and continuously represented by a picture in the atmosphere, that
 all existing objects project into it a kind of spectre which can be captured
 and perceived, he would have consigned him to Charenton as a lunatic ...
 and yet that is what Daguerre's discovery proved.59

 However the untimeliness of this modern conception still plays a role in Balzac's
 conception of photography because this description occurs within a claim
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 for the possibility of divination, albeit based on new discoveries within the
 occult sciences.

 5. Phantasms of Amusement and the Modern Everyday Environment

 Every fixture and every movement conjures up shadow plays on the wall
 immaterial silhouettes that hover through the air and become mixed with the

 mirror-images from the glass room itself. The raising of this impalpable glassy
 ghost, which transforms itself like a kaleidoscope or light reflex, signifies that the
 new dwelling is not the last solution.

 -Siegfried Kracauer, "Das neue Bauen" (1927)

 For Balzac, the new optical device of photography, a direct application of Kepler's
 theory of the retinal image to a mechanical device, supplied proof of the exis
 tence of the visual phantasms that Kepler's optics had rendered redundant. This
 untimely revival of an ancient tradition is similar to Bulwer using microcine
 matography and biology to demonstrate the existence of vampires. In both these
 instances the appearance of the photographic image is so powerful, so unusual
 (in Balzac's case, partly because of the novelty of photography at the time he was

 writing), that it takes on an uncanny aspect even if fully scientific explanations
 are available. Uncanny aspects of the photographic image seem to outrun its
 more ordinary explanations because a photograph renders visible in objective
 form the immaterial phantasms that the optical revolution had exorcized. The
 virtual image becomes the modern phantom. Terry Castle has even described
 photography as "the ultimate ghost-producing technology of the nineteenth
 century," the true heir of the phantasmagoria.60 Indicating that Balzac's uncanny
 sense of the photographic process still has resonance, Castle even claims that
 modern culture has

 felt impelled to find mechanical techniques for remaking the world itself
 in spectral form. Photography was the first great breakthrough-a way of
 possessing material objects in a strangely decorporealized yet also super
 naturally vivid form. But still more bizarre forms of spectral representa
 tion have appeared in the twentieth century-the moving pictures of
 cinematography and television, and recently, the eerie, three dimensional
 phantasmata of holography and virtual reality.61

 The fascination kindled by a decorporealized virtual body partly explains the
 uncanny experience we often have of Spirit Photographs, even when we know
 precisely the photographic means used to create them. As I described them earlier,
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 the ghostly "extras" that appear in these images as either semitransparent super
 impositions or oddly placed opaque interventions visualize a collision between
 the free-floating phantasm of Lucretius and a world of flesh and blood creatures.
 The disproportionate montage of these visually distinct realms makes a Spirit
 Photograph visually compelling-spooky, in fact. Ultimately, what emerges in
 these images may be less ocular evidence of another world (whether micro
 scopic or ghostly) than the way photography itself, as a medium, becomes fore
 grounded. In these images, we no longer see through the photograph but become
 aware of the uncanny nature of the process of capturing an image itself. Our
 gaze is caught, suspended, stuck within the transparent film itself.

 But perhaps the most extraordinary historical fact about Spirit Photographs
 lies in the fact that such images existed for years before any Spiritualist seemed
 to have claimed them.62 Numerous amateur photographers had inadvertently
 produced them before, as when in 1856 Sir David Brewster, historian of science
 and magic, inventor of such optical devices as the kaleidoscope and one version
 of the stereoscope, described the effect of "ghostly" photographs. Brewster had
 observed (in this era which required long-lasting photographic exposures) that
 if someone moved out of the frame too soon she either did not appear on the
 final plate at all (like the passersby erased from Daguerre's famous 1839 photo
 of the Boulevard Temple), or, if she lingered a bit longer (but not long enough to
 be fully registered), left a semitransparent image of herself. These accidentally
 spoiled photographs amused Brewster, who pointed out that they could be
 composed intentionally to produce "ghost photographs."63 In his earlier work
 on natural magic, Brewster had thoroughly explored the creation of optical illu
 sions intended to create supernatural effects. The purpose of such manufac
 tured photographic ghosts, he stressed, must be restricted to amusement and
 entertainment. For at least a decade such images were produced, domestically
 and commercially, before William Mumler famously proclaimed his photographs
 as images of actual ghosts or spirits. Although we don't know if such claims were
 made outside of the public sphere before Mumler, his images and his claims of
 their supernatural provenance caused such a stir that one has to assume that
 a shift in definition had taken place.64 The supernatural explanation of such
 photographs ran contrary to readily available technical accounts (described in
 texts by Brewster and others) and the apparently fairly widespread practice of

 manufacturing similar superimpositions without any supernatural claim. Yet
 the photographic production of transparent superimposed bodies still offered
 an ocular experience of the image of ghosts or spirits (which were taken by some
 viewers as proof of their existence).

 Around the same time as Mumler's claims, a theatrical device for the pro
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 duction of phantoms appeared whose visual acuity surpassed even the phan
 tasmagoria and whose imagery and process closely resembles Spirit Photography:
 the famous Pepper's Ghost Illusion invented by Henry Dircks and perfected and
 presented at London's Royal Polytechnic Institute in 1862 by John Henry
 Pepper. "5 Designed as stage machinery for the creation of transparent phantoms,
 the illusion used a pane of glass that emerged from slots in front of the stage and
 could be lowered as needed. The glass was angled so that it caught a reflection of
 a highly illuminated figure (usually an actor) posed in an area unseen by the
 audience. The glass also remained invisible to the audience, and only the reflec
 tion appeared, a transparent figure superimposed over the stage scene that was
 visible through the glass. Thus while the actors seen on stage would remain
 fully opaque and three dimensional, the reflections on the glass would seem
 virtual and transparent, as one could see scenery and actors through the glass
 in the foreground. Further, actors on the stage seemed to pass through the reflec
 tions. Used primarily to stage simple ghost stories of apparitions and hauntings,
 the Pepper's Ghost Illusion achieved an enormous success and became part of
 the stage machinery of the late Victorian spectacular theater. The device offered
 the optical experience of living, moving figures that nonetheless remained virtual
 and insubstantial within the space in which they seemed to appear. Alien visi
 tors, the reflections appeared as detached images floating on air. A product of
 the science of optics (angles of reflection, the transparency of glass), the device
 superimposed flesh and blood bodies with phantoms in an uncanny and unde
 niable sensual experience.

 Pepper's Ghost Illusion partly owed its success to the novelty of the large
 pane of glass without imperfections so necessary to the illusion. During the late
 nineteenth century the manufacture of large panes of glass became commer
 cially and technically possible and enormously increased the visual attraction
 of the emerging commercial display culture, as reflective surfaces moved from

 being luxury items found only in palaces to mass-pro
 duced commodities adorning city streets. Instead of
 being restricted to multiplying the image of the king
 and his courtiers, store windows and mirrors greeted
 passersby on busy streets, endowing them with optical
 doubles, mixing passing crowds with their visual
 phantoms. Optical devices designed entirely as enter
 tainment, such as the stereoscope and kaleidoscope
 that Brewster produced, joined scientific optical
 devices that had emerged in the seventeenth century
 and spawned a new realm of visual amusements rang

 C.W. Ledbetter. Man Visible
 and Invisible, 1902.
 The astral bodies of the
 savage according to
 C.W. Ledbetter's
 Theosophical system.
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 ing from the theater to the parlor to the nursery.66 As the Renaissance phantasms
 faded from history, their optically manufactured doppelgangers appeared mul
 tiplied in a new daily environment of transparency and reflection.

 Further, as glass windows became part of modern transportation systems,
 transparent and reflecting surfaces began to move, as one looked through (or
 looked at) windows on trains and trolleys. Yuri Tsivian has given me a rich
 description from the turn of the century of this new urban visual environment
 that mingled real and virtual images, visions transmitted or reflected by glass,

 written in 1899 by a Dr. M.V. Pogorelsky for a Russian occult journal named
 Rebus. "The quality of multiple reflections that the modern city provides us
 with has turned it into the natural medium of haunting," Pogorelsky claimed, as
 he described a trolley trip through St. Petersburg:

 In the window opposite you see the real street; it also reflects the side of
 the street behind the observer's back. Reflections of the front and rear win
 dows of the car fall on it as well; apart from that, the double reflection of
 the real part of the street under observation is imprinted on it. The fact that
 the car itself is in movement makes the whole picture especially complex.
 In clear air and bright sunlight both real objects and their mirages look par
 ticularly life-like, and what you get as a result is a magic picture, extremely
 complex and mingled.... Passing carriages are not one directional any
 more, they move in a chaos overtaking themselves or passing through each
 other. Some carriages and passersby look as if they were rushing forwards,
 but at the same time you are aware that, in fact, each step they make takes
 them backwards. If your attention wanders for a second you also lose the
 criterion that separates real objects from their equally life-like apparitions.67

 Pogorelsky's visual experience of the new mobile modern city with its clash
 of reflective surfaces navigates through a perceptual space that would also
 inspire cubist and futurist painters about a decade later, painters often (as in the
 case of Severini, Kupka, or Duchamp) inspired by occult sources as well. For
 Pogorelsky, this novel visual environment produced a haunted space, the reflec
 tions capturing images he understood as ghostly.

 In the modern environment the virtual visual image interpenetrates the
 everyday world of corporeality and solidity. For the Spiritualist, the spirit world
 intersects with the material world; perceiving it is simply a matter of the sensi
 tivity of the medium. While a worldview based in scientific explanation may
 leave no room for the supernatural, modern spiritual movements, such as
 Spiritualism and Theosophy, strove to find resonance between their beliefs and
 the discoveries and devices of science, in effect reenchanting the disenchanted
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 world but also fashioning a new synthesis between the occult and the techno
 logical.68 The invisible world of modern science revealed by X-rays and radio
 scopes-beyond the immediate evidence of the senses, shot through with the
 vibration of invisible particles, interpenetrated by invisible rays or energy
 provided the mystically inclined with a new vocabulary of occult forces drawn
 primarily from scientific metaphors rather than the scientific method.69

 The convergence of the scientific dematerialization of the perceptual world
 with the possibility of its hypervisualization via optical devices could convert
 the whole of the cosmos and its history into a series of virtual images. Camille
 Flammarion, who popularized both recent scientific developments and
 Spiritualist beliefs to the French public in the nineteenth century (including
 a strong endorsement of Spirit Photography), composed such a vision of the
 cosmos and history in his science fiction fantasy Lumen. Flammarion's extrater
 restrial narrator declares that all events "became incorporated into a ray of light;
 thus it will transmit itself eternally into the infinite."70 Cosmic history appears
 as a succession of disembodied visual images projected into outer space and
 visible to an ideally placed observer aided by optical devices:

 all the events accomplished upon the earth's surface, since its creations are
 visible in space at distances proportional to their remoteness in the past.
 The whole history of the globe and the life of every one of its inhabitants,
 could thus be seen at a glance by an eye capable of embracing that space.71

 All of time can be conceived as a motion-picture beam projected into the infi
 nite, envisioned by Flammarion decades before Edison's invention. Such purely
 optical images allow the possibility of witnessing all of past history as it streams
 through space.

 The instruments of science gave birth to specters as scientific photography
 completed a circuit through avant-garde art and occult concepts. The chrono
 photographic images Etienne-Jules Marey produced in the 1880s for the straight
 forwardly materialist purpose of the detailed observation of the physical human
 body in motion registered transparent specters as the bodies moved through the
 frame that Kupka (and perhaps Duchamp) reinterpreted in terms of the occult

 multiple bodies described by Theosophy.72 The most complete synthesis of
 occult lore, combined with a highly creative interpretation of Hindu and
 Buddhist conceptions, in the late nineteenth century Theosophy devised a
 theory of bodies and perception that outdid the premodern system of corre
 spondences and phantasms in complexity.73 Human beings, according to
 Theosophy, have, even during life, a multiplicity of bodies-the physical, the
 astral, the mental, and the causal-all of which correspond to various types of
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 extrasensory perception. A true clairvoyant can see each of these bodies and
 their variety of forms and colors, which indicate a person's stage of spiritual evo
 lution. These bodies take the form of egglike auras surrounding the person, rip
 pling with continually changing energies and flowing patterns of color. For the
 Theosophist, the visual appearance of these occult bodies indicates a person's
 physical health, their dominant emotions, and their level of spiritual evolution.

 Refusing to limit the total reality of the human body to the manifest physi
 cality of the body examined by modern science, the occult devised a variety of
 visual forms to express a bodily existence that transcends ordinary sensual evi
 dence. But the visual imagery of science in the twentieth century, while still
 determinately indexical and empirical, deviates sharply from the classical med
 ical gaze of anatomy and has become increasingly abstract and technologically

 mediated, producing images often unrecognizable to the layperson, with appear
 ances seemingly as fanciful in their deviation from ordinary vision as the most
 bizarre occultist imagery. As we move more and more into a world in which data
 takes on visual form, these forms seem to become less and less familiar. Modern
 scientific imaging, supplemented not only by complex lenses but by other forms
 of data collection often associated with the other senses (ultrasound, night vision's
 sensitivity to heat, the tactile bouncing of radar off objects) has produced new
 images of the body that reflect this constant transformation and defamiliarization.
 Looking at the rather naive superimpositions of transparent bodies in Spirit
 Photographs, we respond less to the images of the dearly departed than to the
 first impulse toward a new image of the body, captured by new technologies
 of vision and seemingly liberated from the constraints of mortal physiology.
 In comparison to the phantasms of modern medical imaging, they now seem
 quaintly pictorial.

 6. Looking at Death Is Dying: The Virtual Image and the Aporia of Vision

 Alas, how is't with you,
 That you do bend your eye on vacancy,
 And with th'incorporal air do hold discourse?

 -Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act III, sc. iv.

 We do not believe in ghosts, we are haunted by them. We do not see ghosts.
 Rather, our senses of vision and perception are brought to a crisis by them. As
 revenants of things past, ghosts make vivid to us the pairing of memory and
 forgetting. The ghostly returns even after being shown the door, even after death,
 just as the metaphors of the phantasmatic endure after scientific explanations
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 seemingly triumph. As Jean-Claude Schmitt shows us, to forget the dead we
 must first remember them: traditionally, hauntings are the result of an inability
 to forget, due to an incomplete process of memorialization.75 As harbingers of
 the future, ghosts show what we are to become in minatory mode: as they are
 now, so we shall be ...

 The ghostly fascinates us as a complex of two fundamental fantasies. First, it
 envisions a phantasmatic body, fundamentally different from ordinary bodily
 experience, whose appearance seems to make us doubt or rethink the nature of
 our senses, our grasp on reality. Corporeality, the sign of the real and material
 becomes tricked out in the guise of the incorporeal. The fascination this paradox
 exerts reveals our discomfort with the original dichotomy of body and soul,
 material and spiritual. Second, the ghostly represents a fundamental untimeliness,
 a return of the past not in the form of memory or history but in a contradictory
 experience of presence, contained, as Derrida has shown us, in the term haunting.7"

 Technological bodies made of light, seizing and exceeding all the possibilities
 of physical movement, or an ability to overcome linear time, to navigate through,
 anticipate, or recycle past and future moments-such ghostly gifts also provide
 the substance of popular media fantasies. Yet if these modern media phantasms
 enact basic fantasies of release from limitations, they also carry, even if repressed,
 a warning of mortality and limitations, of the inevitable horizon of death.
 Roland Barthes has analyzed the deeply resonant association of still photogra
 phy with death.77 While Barthes's discomfort with the moving image prevented
 him from extending this discussion to the cinema, all virtual images and recorded
 sound also invoke the ghostly ontology of phantasms rather than a simple tri
 umph over death. As Garrett Stewart has brilliantly demonstrated, the still
 image haunts the cinema and emerges most frequently as a harbinger of death
 and the ghostly.78 If the virtual escapes death, it is simply because, as a phan
 tom, it also escapes life. It delights us because it shows us that which remains

 impossible for embodied human existence. It chills us
 because it crosses a barrier we cannot.

 This essay takes its title from one of the most enigmatic
 poems by one of our most enigmatic poets, Emily Dickinson.
 I am not a Dickinson scholar, simply a devoted reader, but
 in closing I feel compelled to grapple with her text. Even

 more than most Dickinson poems, this one defies quick
 reading. Nearly every line ends with a dash, creating not
 so much a pattern of pauses, as a sequence of gasps, as if
 each sentence suspends itself in a sharp intake of breath,
 or perhaps a final choke. The poem seems to exist in frag
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 ments that refuse to cohere, replicating the frenzied yet halting viewing that a
 ghost might cause:

 'Tis so appalling-it exhilarates
 So over Horror, it half Captivates
 The Soul stares after it, secure
 A Sepulchre, fears frost, no more

 A subsequent stanza probes even more uncertain expression and syntax:

 To scan a Ghost, is faint
 But grappling, conquers it
 How easy, Torment, now
 Suspense kept sawing so

 What does Dickinson mean by "to scan a ghost?" Whereas I chose it as my title
 partly due to its untimely pun on the most contemporary means of reproducing
 images, the computer scanner, what did Dickinson mean by scanning a ghost?
 "To scan" has two basic meanings that curiously combine in the modern use of
 a computer scanner: to analyze a poem in terms of metrics, line by line, and,
 according to the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), "to look at searchingly to
 examine with the eyes." Dickinson primarily intends the second meaning (i.e.,
 it is difficult to examine a ghost closely), but as a poet writing a verse that in fact,
 scans quite unconventionally, she also intends at least an echo of the first mean
 ing. To follow the patterns of stresses, the number of feet, would seem to char
 acterize grappling with something, calculating its rhythm and weighing its
 meter, even more than a searching gaze. The unbalanced, unfinished syntax of
 these lines invokes the sawing of suspense, both the process of cutting in two
 and the up and down balancing of a seesaw.

 The last stanzas increase this rhythm of suspended conclusions and unfin
 ished statements left lingering in ambiguities and syntactical interruptions:

 The Truth, is Bald, and Cold
 But that will hold
 If any are not sure

 We show them-prayer
 But we, who know,
 Stop hoping, now

 Looking at Death, is Dying
 Just let go the Breath
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 And not the pillow at your Cheek
 So Slumbereth

 Others, Can wrestle
 Yours, is done
 And so of Woe, bleak dreaded-come,
 It sets the Fright at liberty
 And Terror's free
 Gay, Ghastly, Holiday!

 Depth of analysis is not needed to see this poem as driven by its ambivalence
 toward the sight of a ghost as the harbinger of death; it succinctly sums up what
 I have wanted to say in this essay about the challenge seeing a ghost offers to
 perception in its line "Looking at Death, is Dying-." Sight itself proceeds by
 phantoms, at least in reflection. While vision remains our prime image of pres
 ence, reflecting on sight also evokes the possibility of illusion, the delusion of
 bending the eye on vacancy. Dickenson's third and fourth stanzas maintain a
 struggle. Wrestling with hope and prayer contends with gestures of release, a
 stopping of hope, a letting go of breath, a slumbering. With this release the last
 stanza offers the proclamation that carries more finality than clarity: "Yours is
 done," and an invocation to "bleak dreaded" Woe to "come." This invocation
 releases things, fright at liberty, terror free, but the final uncertainty resides in
 the linguistic ambiguity of such release. What does it mean to set free Fright and
 Terror? That is, once freed, do they depart from us, leaving us alone? Or are they
 simply set unconfined, allowed to roam the earth? Almost humorous in its oxy
 moron, the final line seems to imagine the grim celebration found in traditional
 representations of the Dance of Death-"Gay, Ghastly Holiday."

 To scan a ghost is faint. Like the medieval Spanish illustration of a phantom
 that Schmitt discusses, the image fades; it no longer seems to hold our gaze,

 which, instead, passes through it, transparently. But seeing through a phantom
 does not mean overlooking a ghost. Instead the transparency of vision terrifies
 the viewer. However, to liberate a ghost may also indicate a process of exorcism,
 "laying a ghost," as the traditional phrase puts it. Schmitt speculates that the
 faint appearance of the Spanish illustration may indicate a ghost that has been
 dead for some time; its connection with the physical cadaver has disappeared
 as the fleshly body has decayed.79 In this view, ghosts would fade continuously.
 As Freud makes clear in his great essay, "Mourning and Melancholy," surviving
 the dead depends on our ability to slowly and purposefully forget them, to let
 them leave our world. But this work of mourning involves as well a task of
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 remembrance, the conscious process that differentiates mourning from the dis
 ease of melancholia. Perhaps the ultimate power of Spirit Photographs lies in
 acting out our attempt to hold onto the dead, an attempt to retain them by cap
 turing their image, balanced, however, with an uncanny visual image that,
 unlike, say, a snapshot of a loved one when still alive, expresses their alien
 nature, their bodies transformed even if recognizable, departed from our world.
 They appear to us, but they also elude us. They do not let us grasp them. Rather they
 may allow us to release them into the realm of pure imagery and virtuality
 of mourning and untimeliness.

 But surrounded by the plethora of virtual images that throng our modern
 media, do we simply witness that aspect of Spiritualism that most disturbed the
 symbolist (and occultist) J.K. Huysmans, its vulgar democratization of the
 supernatural, opening the sacred realm to the floodgates of the crowds of the
 dead?80 Should we simply marvel with Eliot (and Dante) at the throngs of dead,
 unaware "death had undone so many"? The virtual often seems to offer less a
 mode of mourning and release than a Sisyphean process of endless prolifera
 tion and compulsive repetition and return, the mechanical reproduction of the
 image gone wild, with each person (to quote Andre Breton's marveling descrip
 tion of the climax of a silent American serial) "followed by himself, and by him
 self, and by himself, and by himself."981 Understanding the virtual world that
 surrounds us as the legacy of long traditions of mediating images, of phantasms,
 allow us, however, to probe this confluence of presence and absence that both
 the phantasm and the virtual represent.

 Freud understood the disease of melancholy as a regression from a world in
 which the loved one has died into an obsession with the introjected image of
 the lost loved one into the unconscious in order to preserve it from death and
 deny its loss "through the medium of a hallucinatory wishful psychosis."82
 As Agamben demonstrates in Stanzas, Freud's description of melancholia
 reproduces a long tradition of understanding this disease as springing from an
 obsession with the phantasm of the unattainable loved one. The dominant

 Western tradition of thought, especially after Christianity, eyes the phantasm
 with suspicion as the medium not only of imagination but also of lovesickness,
 madness, and magic.83 But within some traditions of Western poetry and some
 schools of mystical contemplation, the phantasm exists as more than a path to

 melancholia understood pathologically. Agamben defines the peril of melan
 cholia as taking the phantasm as an illusion of presence. Poetically understood,
 the phantasm mediates between presence and absence, possession and loss,
 reality and sign, opening up a realm not only of mourning and symbolic action
 but also of play and artistry: "the phantasm generates desire, desire is translated
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 into words, and the word defines a space wherein the appropriation of what
 could otherwise not be appropriated or enjoyed is possible."84

 Since the writing of her poem and her own death, the word Dickinson chose,
 scan, has continued to transform. This goes beyond naming a recent form of
 proliferation and reproduction of images via a computer scanner. More curious
 (and perhaps revealing), "to scan," which in the nineteenth century primarily

 meant "to examine closely," has taken on the meaning of its near opposite,
 defined in Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary as "to glance from point to
 point often hastily, casually, or in search of a particular item." In common
 parlance, "scan" seems now more frequently to indicate a rapid glance over a
 text (as several generations of students have "scanned" their reading assign

 ments) than it indicates careful scrutiny. The earliest reference the OED gives
 for this newer meaning-to which it gives a slightly more strenuous sense than
 found in the Merriam-Webster's definition, or in student practice: "To search
 (literature, a text, a list, etc.) quickly or systematically for particular information
 or features"-comes from 1926 and seems to have emerged around the same
 time as the technical meaning of the term: "To cause (an area, object, or image)
 to be systematically traversed by a beam or detector; to convert (an image) into a
 linear sequence of signals in this way for purposes of transmission or process
 ing" (whose first OED citation comes from 1928, in an early description of
 experimental television).

 Dickinson could not have intended either meaning, but in the survival of her
 poem to the present day, in terms of an historical hermeneutics, it has become
 infected with these new meanings and holds its own in relation to them. We
 return to one of my key themes, the untimely nature not simply of phantoms but
 of our cultural interaction with media. If the more recent meaning of scan as a
 cursory glance seems beyond Dickinson's intention, nonetheless it seems to
 probe directly at the paradox of vision that seeing a ghost occasions, which she

 describes as "faint" (evoking both the visual vagueness
 and the syncope with which heroines since Anne Radcliffe

 traditionally greeted phantoms). Scanning a ghost is dif
 ficult because in some sense we cannot scrutinize them.
 They remain virtual, rather than embodied, images. As
 such phantoms make us reflect on the aporia of sight,
 the way the visible strives after the invisible, agonistically.

 Photography represents the desire to capture an image
 of the real, that bald and cold Truth that Dickenson
 invokes-a faith that a scientifically designed visual
 apparatus can deliver us from our subjectivity. But as

 C.W. Ledbetter.
 Man Visible and Invisible,
 1902. The Mental body of
 a developed man according
 to C.W. Ledbetter's
 Theosophical system.
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 Dickenson says of Truth-oh so ambiguously-"that will hold-" Hold what?
 Hold the Truth? Hold us? Hold on? Put us on hold? To return to one of the enig
 mas contained in Dickenson's poem, what is it that we show those that "are not
 sure?" Will whatever it is that we show make them "stop hoping?" Believers in
 Spirit Photographs saw these images less as photographs conveying what spirits
 "looked like" than as media of communication with the other world, a token of
 recognition, a symbolum passed between realms of existence.85 The faith they
 held in these odd photographs lay in their ability to speak to them, enigmatically
 to deliver oracles about the nature of death and loss. What a photograph gives us
 remains an image, peculiarly modern, uniquely technological, and strangely
 inhuman. Therein lies its fascination: a photograph seems to imprint directly
 the phantasm of reality. But phantasms also serve as the vehicle of our dreams or
 desires, our phantasies, and even our delusions. Likewise, the most powerful
 works of new media seem to evoke precisely the limits of our current environment
 of hypervisuality to make us again both soothed and frightened by the darkness.

 It is up to us to keep these different roles seesawing in play, in a Gay, Ghastly
 Holiday.
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 Notes
 This essay in based on a paper delivered to the conference "Dark Rooms: Photography and
 Invisibility" arranged by Anne McCauley at Princeton University, October 2005.1 want to thank
 the participants of the conference for their comments, and especially Karen Beckman for encour
 aging me to submit the paper to this journal and for her careful reading and advice on revision.
 For reasons that should be obvious to him, I offer the essay to my friend Stefan Andriopoulos.
 And, as always, for Aelia Laelia.

 1. For a fine discussion of Murnau's editing in this film, contrasting with Griffith, see Gilberto
 Perez, "The Deadly Space Between," The Material Ghost: Films and Their Medium (Baltimore:
 Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989), 133-135. However, Griffith uses such metaphorical cutting,
 a likely inspiration for Murnau's use of scientific images, in his adaptation of Poe, The Avenging
 Conscience (1914).

 2. Microscopic cinema appears as early as 1899. For a detailed discussion of early scientific
 cinema and of the integration of such images into nonscientific films such as Luis Bu?uel's L'age
 d'or (1931), see Oliver Gaycken, "Devices of Curiosity: Cinema and the Scientific Vernacular"
 (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 2005). A popular series of early scientific films specializing
 in microphotography offered by the Anglo-American filmmaker Charles Urban was known as
 "The Unseen World." Gaycken, 30-64.

 3. Thanks to Karen Beckman for drawing my attention to this specter of the voice.
 4. The best discussions of Nosferatu are M. Bouvier and J.L. Letraut, Nosferatu (Paris: Cahiers

 du Cinema, Gallimard, 1981); and Loy Arnold, Michael Farier, and Hans Schimd, Nosferatu: Ein
 Symphonie des Grauen (Munich: Belleville, 2000).

 5. Walter D. Wetzeis, "Johann Wilhelm Ritter and Romantic Physics in Germany," in Romanticism

 and the Sciences, ed. Andrew Cunningham and Nicholas Jardine (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
 University Press, 1990), 203. This excellent anthology provides a strong overview of Romantic
 science. See as well, Dietrich von Engelhardt, "Natural Science in the Age of Romanticism," in

 Modern Esoteric Spirituality, ed. Antoine Faivre and Jacob Needleman (London: SCM Press,
 1992), 101-131.

 6. Johann Wilhelm Ritter, "Natural Philosophy of Femininity," in Theory as Practice: A Critical

 Anthology of Early German Romantic Writings, ed. Jochen Schulte-Sasse et al. (Minneapolis, MN:
 University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 391.

 7. See Griffith's description of film's objectivity as a medium of historical portrayal in "Five
 Dollar Movies Prophesied." Excerpted in Harry Geduld, ed. Focus on D. W. Griffith (Englewood
 Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1971), 35.

 8. The classic account of the pictorial deep staging style of the 1910s is given by Yuri Tsivian,
 "The Voyeur at Wilhelm 's Court: Franz Hofer," in A Second Life: German Cinema's First Decades,
 ed. Thomas Elsaesser (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 1996).

 9. Giorgio Agamben, Stanzas: Word and Phantasm in Western Culture (Minneapolis, MN:
 University of Minnesota Press, 1993).

 10. See the catalogue for this exhibition, The Perfect Medium: Photography and the Occult,
 exh. cat. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005). An earlier exhibit was arranged by Alison
 Ferris at the Bowdoin College Museum of Art. See The Disembodied Spirit, exh. cat. (Brunswick,
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 ME: Bowdoin College, 2003).
 11. See my "Phantom Images and Modern Manifestations: Spirit Photography, Magic Theater,

 Trick Films and Photography's Uncanny," in Fugitive Images from Photography to Video, ed.
 Patrice Petro (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1995). See more recently, Tom Gunning,
 "Ghosts, Photography and the Modern Body," ed. Alison Ferris, in The Disembodied Spirit, 8-19.
 In addition to The Perfect Medium, recent scholarship on Spirit Photography includes Martyn
 Joly, Faces of the Living Dead: The Belief in Spirit Photography (London: British Library, 2005).

 12. See my "Re-Newing Old Technologies: Astonishment, Second Nature, and the Uncanny in
 Technology from the Previous Turn-of-the-Century," in Rethinking Media Change: The Aesthetics
 of Transition, eds. David Thornburg and Henry Jenkins (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2003), 39-59;
 "Doing for the Eye What the Phonograph Does for the Ear," in The Sounds of Early Cinema, ed.
 Rick Altman and Richard Abel (Bloomington, IN: University of Indiana Press: 2001), 13-31;
 "Re-Animation: The Invention of Cinema: Living Pictures or the Embalming of the Image of
 Death?" in Untot/Undead: Relations between the Living and the Lifeless, ed. Peter Geimer
 (Preprint 250; Berlin: Max-Planck-Institut f?r Wissenschaftsgeschichte, n.d.), 19-30; "The Ghost
 in the Machine: Animated Pictures at the Haunted House of Early Cinema," Living Pictures: The
 Journal of the Popular and Projected Images before 1914, Issue 1 (Summer 2001), 3-17; and
 "Animated Pictures: Tales of Cinema's Forgotten Future," Michigan Quarterly Review 34, no. 4
 (Fall 1995): 465-486.

 13. "Modern media fire up magical or animist perceptions by technologically stretching and
 folding the boundaries of the self, these perceptions are then rountinized, commercialized, exploited
 and swallowed up into business as usual." Erik Davis, TechGnosis (New York: Three Rivers Press,

 1998), 68. (The pop style and New Age ideology of Davis's book should not cause serious readers
 to neglect its many insights.)

 14. See John Baptista Porta (Giambattista d?lia Porta), Natural Magick (1658) (New York: Basic
 Books, 1957); Athanasius Kircher, Ars magna lucis et umbrae (Amsterdam, 1671); David Brewster,

 Letters on Natural Magic Addressed to Sir Walter Scott 1832 (New York: J.J. Harper, 1832).
 15. See the discussion of such devices in Barbara Stafford and Frances Terpak, Device of

 Wonder: From the World in a Box to Images on a Screen (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute
 Publications, 2001).

 16. See the discussion of such controversies in Catherine Wilson, The Invisible World: Early
 Modern Philosophy and the Invention of the Microscope (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
 1995), 215-218.

 17. For a powerful account of the tradition of natural magic and its relation to scientific instru
 ments, see Thomas Hankins and Robert Silverman, Instruments and Imagination (Princeton:
 Princeton University Press, 1995).

 18. See Jochen Schulte-Sasse et al., eds., Theory as Practice; von Engelhardt, "Natural Science";
 and Andrew Cunningham and Nicholas Jardine, eds., Romanticism and the Sciences.

 19. The best accounts of nineteenth-century Spiritualism are Ann Braude, Radical Spirits:
 Spiritualism and Women's Rights in Nineteenth Century America (Boston: Beacon Press, 1989);
 R. Laurence Moore, In Search of White Crows (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977); and
 Alex Owen, The Darkened Room (London: Virago Press, 1989).

 20. See Davis, 63-68.
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 21. Jeffrey Sconce, Haunted Media: Electronic Presence from Telegraphy to Television (Durham,
 NC: Duke University Press, 2000), 24.

 22. This account is described in Jean-Claude Schmitt, Ghosts in the Middle Ages: The Living
 and the Dead in Medieval Society (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 39.

 23. On the nature and existence of ghosts and spirits, see R.C. Finucane, Ghosts: Appearances
 of the Dead and Cultural Transformation (Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 1996); and Keith
 Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic (Oxford, UK: University of Oxford Press, 1971), 589-606.

 24. Schmitt, 211.
 25. Schmitt, 212.

 26. Aristotle, On the Soul (De Anima), in The Easic Works of Aristotle, ed. Richard McKeon
 (New York: Random House, 1966), 595 (432a). See also the entry for phantasia in F.E. Peters, Greek

 Philosophical Terms: A Historical Lexicon (New York: New York University Press, 1967), 156.
 27. Aristotle, 589 (429a).

 28. See Julia E. Annas, Hellenistic Philosophy of Mind (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University
 of California Press, 1992), esp. 72-78, 81-83,168-170. Annas translates phantasia as "appearance."

 29. For a summary of Augustine's system, see Schmitt, 22-23.
 30. Schmitt, 23.

 31. The most useful summary of this tradition is David C. Lindberg, Theories of Vision from
 Al Kindi to Kepler (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976).

 32. Lucretius, On the Nature of the Universe, trans. Ronald Latham (London: Penguin, 1994), 95.
 33. Lucretius, 101.

 34. Lindberg, 58.
 35. Lindberg, 113.
 36. Lucretius, 99.
 37. Schmitt, 23.

 38. loan P. Couliano, Eros and Magic in the Renaissance (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1987).
 39. Agamben, 23.
 40. Couliano attributes what he calls the "abolition of the phantasmatic" to the move by the

 Roman Catholic Church against the magical culture of the Renaissance as embodied in the per
 secution of Giordano Bruno, one of the great explicators of the system of erotic phantasms, and
 continued by the Reformation, with the Jesuits reveling in the phantasmatic culture "in all its power
 for the last time." Couliano, 192-195.

 41. Kepler's theory of vision is discussed in Lindberg, 185-208.
 42. Terry Castle, The Female Thermometer: 18th Century Culture and the Invention of the

 Uncanny (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1995), esp. 135. Castle's important discussion of
 the role of the phantasmatic after the Enlightenment as not only explainable by psychological
 causes but a metaphor for psychological processes, a displacement of the supernatural into ordinary
 mental processes of memory, describes an important element of the survival of the phantasmatic
 tradition. However, she underestimates how much what she sees as a Romantic innovation main

 tains earlier, pre-Enlightenment attitudes. See Castle, 120-189.
 43. Barbara Stafford, Artful Science: Enlightenment Entertainment and the Eclipse of Visual

 Education (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1994), 5-6.
 44. See Thomas; and Finucane, 49-114.
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 45. Thomas, 596.
 46. Reginald Scot, The Discoverie of Witches (New York: Dover Publications, 1972).
 47. Charles Musser, The Emergence of Cinema: The American Screen to 1907 (New York: Charles

 Scribners and Sons, 1990), 17-27.

 48. Castle's discussion of Anne Radcliffe emphasizes the interiorization or psychologization of
 the ghostly. Castle, 120-139.

 49. J.F. von Schiller, "The Ghost-Seer or The Apparitionist," in Gothic Tales of Terror, Vol. 2,
 ed. Peter Haining (Baltimore: Penguin, 1973).

 50. The literature on the phantasmagoria is extensive. I have discussed the phenomenon in
 "Phantasmagoria and the Manufacturing of Illusions and Wonder: Towards a Cultural Optics of
 the Cinematic Apparatus," in The Cinema, A New Technology for the 20th Century, ed. Andre
 Gaudreault, Catherine Russell, and Pierre Veronneau (Lausanne: Editions Payot, 2004), 31-44.

 51. Laurent Mannoni, The Great Art of Light and Shadow (Exeter, UK: University of Exeter
 Press, 2000), 144.

 52. Mannoni, 148.
 53. Castle offers a detailed discussion of the contradictory aspects of the phantasmagoria in

 The Female Thermometer, 140-155.

 54. Brewster, Letters on Natural Magic, 17.
 55. Brewster, Letters on Natural Magic, 53.
 56. Nadar, "Balzac and the Daguerreotype," in Literature and Photography Interactions

 1840-1990, ed. Jane M. Rabb (Albuquerque, NM: University of New Mexico Press, 1995), 8.
 57. Nadar, 8.
 58. Nadar, 8.
 59. Honor? de Balzac, Cousin Pons (Harmondsworth, UK: Penguin, 1968), 140-141.
 60. Castle, 167.
 61. Castle, 137-138.
 62. See the excellent essay on this transformation by Cl?ment Ch?roux, "Ghost Dialectics:

 Spirit Photography in Entertainment and Belief," in The Perfect Medium, 45-71.
 63. Sir David Brewster, The Stereoscope: Its History, Theory, and Construction with Its Application

 to the Fine and Useful Arts and to Education (London: John Murray, 1856), 204-210.
 64. See the excellent account of Mumler by Crista Courier, "Mumler's Ghost," in The Perfect

 Medium, 20-28.
 65. The best account of the Pepper's Ghost Illusion is Jim Steinmeyer, Hiding the Elephant

 (New York: Carroll and Graf Publishers, 2003), 19-43. Martin Harries discusses the controversy
 over the "authorship" of the illusion and its dialectics of belief in Scare Quotes from Shakespeare:

 Marx, Keynes and the Language of Reenchantment (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
 2000), 23-53.

 66. On display windows and the new commercial visual culture of nineteenth-century metrop
 olises, see William Leach, Land of Desire: Merchants, Power and the Rise of a New American
 Culture (New York: Pantheon, 1993), esp. 39-70.

 67. Dr. M.V. Pogorelsky, "Pisma o zhivontom magnetizme" (Letters on animal magnetism),
 Rebus (St. Petersburg), no. 20 (1899): 183-84; emphasis in original. Translation by Yuri Tsivian.

 68. Alex Owen's important recent study of occult and magical systems in turn-of-the-century
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 Britain makes a compelling case for the occult as a peculiarly modernist sensibility rather than a
 purely reactionary one. See Owen, The Place of Enchantment (Chicago: University of Chicago
 Press, 2004).

 69. For a brilliant description of the blending of science and occult beliefs available to an avant
 garde artist at the turn of the century, see Linda Dalrymple Henderson, Duchamp in Context
 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998).

 70. Camille Flammarion, Lumen (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2002), 66.
 71. Flammarion, 69.

 72. Marta Braun, Picturing Time: The Work of Etienne-Jules Marey 1830-1904 (Chicago:
 University of Chicago Press, 1992), 264-318. See also Henderson.

 73. For accounts of Theosophy, see Emily B. Sellon and Ren?e Weber, "Theosophy and the
 Theosophical Society," in Modern Esoteric Spirituality, ed. Faivre and Needleman, 311-329; and
 Bruce F. Campbell, Ancient Wisdom Revived: A History of the Theosophical Movement (Berkeley
 and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1980).

 74. For a concise, illustrated account of these bodies, see C.W. Ledbetter, Man Visible and

 Invisible (Madras: Theosophical Publishing House, 1964).
 75. Schmitt, 5-7.

 76 Jacques Derrida, Specters of Marx (New York: Routledge, 1994).
 77. Roland Barthes, Camera Obscura (New York: Hill and Wang, 1981).
 78. Garrett Stewart, Retween Film and Screen: Photosynthesis (Chicago: University of Chicago

 Press, 1999).
 79. Schmitt, 211.

 80. J.K. Huysmans, La bas [Down There), trans. Keene Wallace (New York: Dover Publications,
 1972), 132.

 81. Andre Breton, Nadja (New York: Grove Press, 1960). He is describing the climax of the ser
 ial he knew as The Grip of the Octopus, which was originally released in the United States as The
 Trail of the Octopus (1919).

 82. Sigmund Freud, "Mourning and Melancholia," The Standard Edition of the Complete
 Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, Vol. XIV, ed. and trans. James Strachey (London: The
 Hogarth Press, 1957), 244.

 83. See the description of the heroic malady in Couliano, 16-84.
 84. Agamben, 129.
 85. I discuss the often bizarre explanations by Spiritualists of what and how and Spirit

 Photograph represents in "Phantom Images and Modern Manifestations," 42-71. See also, The
 Perfect Medium, 50-52.
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